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Concrete 360°
FOR YOUR CONCRETE MANAGEMENT NEEDS

CERTIFIED
CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES
Certified Service Professionals
nationwide are ready to address your
equipment needs and help make sure
all your systems operate at peak
efficiency, so your business can perform
at its best.

GUARANTEED
SATISFACTION
We offer the most comprehensive
customer satisfaction guarantee on the
finest products, backed by the highest
level of quality in the industry today.
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Every segment of business operations, from the initial in-bound materials to a final product delivery, requires a focused, refined
operating strategy. The ability to adapt to business demands as constant change happens can determine the outcome of a well
executed, highly profitable operation.

People, processes, and technology are intertwined starting at managing the supply chain, and continuing through production,
and delivery.With growing development demands, Concrete 360 is the process solution that allows companies to improve focus
on each element of an entire operation, making it more cohesive and streamlined.

Impending
Necessity for
Optimization

Orchestrating multiple elements
and details at every stage of all
operational processes, plus navigating
the complexity of day-to-day business, is
a continuous challenge.

Jonel has the solution.
There are countless ways to
increase profits by optimizing a
firm’s performance. With the
versatility of a solution like
Concrete 360, we’re equipped to
help any organization determine the
best place to get started.

Results:
More customers.
Lower costs.
Increased profits.

What a simple initial step enables: Jonel
provides cutting-edge tools that help
operations improve service levels, and
businesses increase profitability. See
results through technologies such as
Archer, our highly-customizable,
highly-scalable batching solutions, and
business resource management systems
like Clutch mobile business analytics.
Daily Insight business intelligence
platforms and Access Unlimited
enterprise dispatching system both add
capabilities to handle previously difficult
areas.We have the ability to create a
solution to fit the entire periphery of any
business vision.

Begin to
Enhance
Productivity

Determining which current operational
challenge will have the biggest impact
in improving the organization's bottom
line is a unique and demanding
endeavor. Our valued partnership with
our family of clients, spanning five
decades, provides us with the expertise,
knowledge, and confidence to deliver
results. Let our experience be the key to
unlocking the true potential of your
business.

Sharpen Company
Business Objectives

”With Jonel, Transit-Mix Concrete Company in Tennessee can view vehicle
information in real time on the Internet. Jonel streamlines data collection with a
centralized dispatch system, ensuring key Transit-Mix employees have
comprehensive and standardized customer records for data such as orders, mix
designs, driver/truck data and more. The system then ties in GPS information,
accounting information, and other key performance indicators and alerts, giving the
T-Mix team an all inclusive suite of tools to help service their customers in the field
more effectively; and ultimately improving the bottom line.“

ERNIE WALKER, CHAIRMAN/CEO

TRANSIT-MIX
CONCRETE COMPANY

Batching and
Dispatch Solutions

FOR THE
PERFECT MIX

MATERIALS
PRODUCTION

BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

CALL TODAY 800-432-4567
OR SEND AN EMAIL
SALES@JONEL.COM



Archer
BATCHING CONTROLS

Access Unlimited
DISPATCH AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Insight
EXECUTIVE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

For over five decades, Jonel has been
perfecting concrete batching.Archer
batch systems deliver reliable, highly
accurate and highly scalable control for
any type of plant. From site plants, to
fixed installation, custom wet mix, to
architectural and precast…
one system can do it all.

Quicker cut-off response times are
the result of our unique dual processor
design. Every concrete batching system
includes an integrated Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) that allows every
aspect of your plant to be controlled,
without adding relays and custom
wiring. Custom batching equipment

such as material distribution, water
reclamation, and silo monitoring can
be easily integrated into the concrete
batch control system, saving you
the expense of buying and
maintaining separate systems.

In today’s competitive market, front-line
managers and professionals make
decisions that impact an organization’s
profitability every hour, every day.

Jonel’s Business Solutions give these
employees the information they need in
real-time to make the decisions that will
improve customer service, product quality,
and add more to the bottom line.

Jonel Executive KPI and Sales Insight
solutions include unique business
intelligence and key performance
indicators that help map and reduce
operating inefficiencies.

BUILT IN REMOTE BATCHING
Visual Control

BATCHING ALERTS
Send tolerance alerts to any mobile
device instantaneously

BATCHING INTELLIGENCEANDANALYTICS
Custom dashboard reporting

ARCHER MATERIAL HANDLING
Fully integrated bin fill systems

GPS INTEGRATION

TRUCKTRACKINGAND SCHEDULING

SALES MANAGEMENT

TICKET PREPARATIONAND INVOICING

ACCOUNTINGAND CREDIT

CLUTCH
Mobile Analytics

ESI EXECUTIVE REPORTING
Business intelligence

SALES INSIGHT
Salesforce Automation

Jonel's Access Unlimited (AU) concrete
truck dispatch and ready mix dispatch
software help maximize the efficiency
and productivity of any concrete,
aggregate, block, or concrete products
producer.

Access Unlimited provides the tools to
effectively manage your concrete
business. Take control of your fleet
resources with easy to use, highly
accurate sales order management,
scheduling and truck tracking solutions


